Oracle Cloud
Infrastructure

Improve performance and security while
reducing costs for your enterprise and
performance-intensive applications with
Oracle Cloud Infrastructure, implemented
and managed by IBM.

Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI)
is an enterprise cloud that delivers
a set of platform cloud services
including powerful compute, storage
and networking capabilities optimized
for Oracle applications.
Built from the ground up, OCI supports existing workloads while
delivering modern cloud development tools, from application
development and business analytics to data management,
integration, security, AI and blockchain, enabling enterprises to
bring their past forward as they build their future.
IBM Consulting can deliver the combination of business and
technology skills you need to modernize, run, manage and
secure your mission-critical applications on OCI to help you:
– Become production-ready 50% faster using IBM automation
for all Oracle ERPS1
– Increase efficiency 70% by reducing manual tasks1
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To help optimize your investment in Oracle
applications, IBM Consulting can:
Accelerate with operational excellence
– Industry-leading service powered by certified staff
and proprietary tools:
• Automate 75% of routine manual tasks to build
and manage OCI using our proprietary automation
and monitoring tool, OCTA1
• Smart original equipment manufacturer (OEM) library
to extend, calibrate and optimize monitoring of Oracle
Applications and database
• IBM database analysis reporting tool (DART) tool offering
more than 50 custom queries to perform preventive database
maintenance and rapidly identify root cause
• Fully automated code deployment tools for Oracle CEMLI
framework deployment
• IBM Digital Workers providing automation and self-healing
to reduce downtime and ticket creation
• AI-based tools built into the Oracle Managed Applications
platform to execute preventive maintenance, reduce false
alarms and gain insight into high-volume operational data
• Integrated with ServiceNow for help-desk support automation
Reduce risk with built-in security services
– Built-in certification for regulatory compliance embedded with
industry standards (HIPPA, PCI, ITIL, ISO, SOC compliance)
– IBM Security® services to support OCI including antivirus,
penetration testing, IAM, SIEM and DDoS
Simplify Oracle service requests with a single unified
service portal
– Our unified client portal is a one-stop shop for analytics,
monitoring and managing multicloud workloads, delivering
a security-rich, scalable, flexible managed platform on OCI.
Operate mission-critical applications with confidence
and certainty
–Lean on IBM’s more than 20 years of experience as a major
managed services provider specializing in hybrid cloud migrations
and data center management and delivering world-class SLAs.
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Why IBM
IBM is one of Oracle’s most significant partners, with a 34-year
partnership and Platinum Level and Cloud Elite status. IBM has
more than 10,000 dedicated Oracle consultants and has helped
clients successfully complete more than 6,500 Oracle projects.
IBM offers services to help you at each stage of your Oracle
investment, from consulting to implementation to management.

400+ Oracle Cloud
Infrastructure certified
consultants

Oracle Cloud
Managed Service
Provider

Learn more
ibm.biz/IBMOracle
oracle.com/partner/ibm
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